
Desiring Accountability 
Definition: Accountability means having a relationship with someone where you're open with 

them about the areas you not doing well in, and they tell you the hard truths you need to hear 

Accountability should also include being open about areas that you might not be problems 

currently, but that you have reason to suspect could become problems in the future 

Premise: Not only is it important to have accountability; but it’s specifically important that you 

desire to have accountability 

Why Accountability is Important: 
• It helps keep you on track 

• It will help you to grow quicker 

• It will help you to live more godly 

Why Desiring Accountability is Specifically Important: 
It Determines the Effectiveness of the Accountability You Have 

• How much you desire accountability will inevitably effect how open you are 

o We are naturally afraid of being open with people about our problems 

o If we desire to have accountability, that will motivate us to be open with people.  

o If we don’t desire accountability, we don’t see any reason to be open with others 

o Transparency is a spectrum. It’s easy to be avoid being fully open with others. 

o How open you are about your problems will hugely impact how effective 

accountability is 

o Being transparent with others enables them to help you better 

o If you’re not very open with others, then they won’t be able to help you very well. 

o It’s important that we are open about our struggles with sin (James 5:13-16; 

Proverbs 28:13) 

• How much you desire accountability will inevitably effect how much you seek out 

accountability 

o Accountability with others isn’t something that happens passively, you have to 

seek it out. 

o Again, there is a spectrum here. We can be intentional about seeking 

accountability, or we can be passive about it 

o If you seek it intentionally you’re much more likely to have it when you need it 

o If you seek it intentionally it will positively impact more areas of your life 

o If you seek it passively you’ll be less likely to have it when you need it 

o If you seek it passively it won’t help you in as many areas 



• How much you desire accountability will inevitably effect how well you listen to 

correction 

o Nobody naturally enjoys correction (you can learn to, but no one starts out that 

way) 

o If you think of accountability as helpful and desirable, listening to correction will 

be much easier 

o You’ll be more likely to evaluate it unbiasedly 

o It won’t be as painful to listen to 

o Those things together will make you more likely to apply it when it’s the right 

thing to do 

o A few verses on listening to correction (Proverbs 12:1; Proverbs 15:5; Proverbs 

15:10) 

▪ All these verses talk about how important it is that we value correction. 

They talk about our attitude towards it 

o Why correction is helpful and necessary 

o Correction can give us the direction we need 

o Correction can give us the motivation we need 

It’s a Reflection of How Much You Actually Care About Growing 
• If you really care about your relationship with God like it’s the most important thing in 

your life, you’ll want anything you think will help. 

• If you don’t desire accountability; If you’re not willing to be open with people; if you try 

to avoid being confronted by others; you have to ask yourself “how much do I really 

care about my Christianity?” 

Conclusion: 
• You might already have some accountability in your life, how much you desire 

accountability we determine how useful it actually is 

• Make a conscious choice to value accountability 

• Make a conscious choice to value correction 

• If you don’t have an accountability in your life, look for some 

• And if you do have accountability, seek to make it more useful by being more open and 

by valuing rebuke 

  


